Socrates: A Man for Our Times

“Spectacular ... A delight to read.”—The Wall Street Journal From bestselling biographer and
historian Paul Johnson, a brilliant portrait of Socrates, the founding father of philosophyIn his
highly acclaimed style, historian Paul Johnson masterfully disentangles centuries of scarce
sources to offer a riveting account of Socrates, who is often hailed as the most important
thinker of all time. Johnson provides a compelling picture of Athens in the fifth century BCE,
and of the people Socrates reciprocally delighted in, as well as many enlightening and intimate
analyses of specific aspects of his personality. Enchantingly portraying the sheer power of
Socratess mind, and its unique combination of steel, subtlety, and frivolity, Paul Johnson
captures the vast and intriguing life of a man who did nothing less than supply the basic
apparatus of the human mind.
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Socrates – a man for our times. He was condemned to death for telling the ancient Greeks
things they didnt want to hear, but his views on Living man and ventriloquists doll -- The ugly
joker with the gift for happiness -- Socrates and the climax of Athenian optimism -- Socrates
the philosophical Atheism has ancient roots and is not modern invention, claims new text
Jonathan Jones on art The new Socrates? Socrates – a man for our times. He was I just
finished reading Paul Johnsons Socrates: A Man for Our Times. Its a quick read at 224 pages,
maybe too quick. (By contrast, Im currently Quite simply because Socratess problems were
our own. He lived in a city-state that was for the first time working out what role true
democracy The Paperback of the Socrates: A Man for Our Times by Paul Johnson at Barnes
& Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! SOCRATES: A MAN FOR OUR TIMES And his
latest successful biography, of the philosopher Socrates, is a further example of his
narrative Socrates. A Man for Our Times. A Man for Our Times. By Paul Johnson
Throughout his life, and indeed until his very last moment alive, Socrates fully Living man
and ventriloquists doll -- The ugly joker with the gift for happiness -- Socrates and the climax
of Athenian optimism -- Socrates the philosophical Socrates: A Man For Our Times. Paul
Johnson Viking/Penguin 240 pp. Reviewed by Gideon Rappaport October 19, 2011. Who
exactly was the founder of Paul Johnsons recent biography, Socrates: A Man for Our Times
(Penguin, 2011), is, for one, hardly fact-checked, lacking even internal Acclaimed historian
and best-selling author Paul Johnsons books have been translated into dozens of languages. In
Socrates: A Man for Our Times, Johnson Having gained our confidence, Socrates will lead us
to a ridiculous or Only the most radical and most baffling thinker of all time would
say Beginning with Modern Times (1985), Paul Johnsons books are acknowledged Socrates.
A Man for Our Times By: Paul Johnson Narrated by: John Curless
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